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AN EARTHQUAKE

moll& suiTs

BE BROUGHT FOR
RIDERS' VICTIMS

GOLDEN POND SCENE OF OUTRAGES FORWHICH ARRESTS ARE MADE IN TRIGG CO.

GUILTY OF MURDER
FOR KILLING GIRL frd"A: c."" at P"ii".."h. ha or ib'
WITH AUTOMOBILE

DEPUTY ORDERED
OTTO ASK HELP
OF STATE TROOPS

ALL COLORED
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SPORT PROVISO
AT TWO DAY MEET

will be just $125 ahead if
you catch The Sun's Mysterious Mr. Raffles here tonight
or tomorrow night, from 8 to 10.

y

You will be way ahead if you attend
our great sale of two famous wholesalers
stocks of new seasonable suits at half
price. Here are the offerings---all cash:

Paducah Matinee Club Will
Repeat Success
July 3 and 4 p.p. ill Flee Some/Fast
Ones at Fair Ground 'free% for
Eight Et enta.

HULEB GOVERNING THE MEET.

Excellint sport is promised by tit,.
Paducaii Matinee club Jelly 3 and 4.
The program is complete as follows:
First Day-July 3.
1200
2.20 Class trot, 3 in 5
and $15.00 values, stylish
2:25 Class pace. 3 in 5
$12'5()
spring- patterns, well tfidured, all sizes,
75
_
Halt Mile Dash -Running
Three-quarter mile • daahyour choice at
100
Running
Second t1.p--.1ttly 4.
$2fie
.
2:3,0 Class Trot, 3 in_ek
2:16
Free-for-All Pewee 3 in,
75
half Mile Dash --Running
'I late-quart. r Mite DashRunning
•
The rule's and conditions governine
ihe, speed ring.
Harness Rsees--Entries close &it 1,rday. June 27, 12 in.
Records mail'
new
irr
values
$20.00
and
$1$,00
ft-Men's
after June Itit, no bar. Entrance 1,tans, browns and London greys, extreme
5 per cent, and 5 per-cent additional
=_
from winners of each mortee.
deducted
style.
conservative
and
Mile heats, 3 in 5, no race to Ie.
over five heats, except. If at the eon(iu-sion. of the fifth heat two or more
horses are tied, the sixth heat will be
e
raced off by the tied horses only, te
deride the winner: All races will
governed by the rules of the American Trotting association vice's:. 3,
otherwise- provided) of whit% thiclub is a member. Five to enter.
three to start; money divided 65, 27.
and lei per Cent. Horse distancine
.
125.00 and $30 00 values, in Eugthe field is entitled to first moue)
lish worsteds. homespuns a a d line veonly.
-Two hurtles may be entered in an'
lours, choke
open class by the came party. hy towing eee per cent on each horse %%4,,
entered, and be held only for the additional fee. :tie per seen of tee bore,
that lolls. No conditional entre.
will Ilte accepted..
Two horses miy enter' and stet;
from the same staetes, %apples me
barred.
The association reserves' the rate
to reject any entrve.to change ordet
of program; to postpone of) &vial,
off tiny race on aecoust of trestle-.
condnious or other unavoidapte eiicarnet:inv.-a, or to rubstRute °lb.::
classes.
• Running Races---Metney divided ee,
end 4.4 per cent; no entrance I...Entries Mow at 6 p. in. night. befor•
race.
All entrance money must be paid
%TES NUMBER 53 to the siecretary or clerk of the yours.
PLANS ARE HtTURING. THOUGH I 01 NT1
THIS YEAR.
by 10 o'clock a. m. on day of race.
PROGRAM IS NOT OUT.
•
Malaria Causes Loam of Appetite.
The Old Standard GROVE'S TArrTf:Al Committee* Have, Week Well is Increase of Two Over Laid Year's LESS CHILL TONIC. drives out maClas•--learmeree Isalltate at
Head far SOM/111.
laria and builds up the system. Foe
Hampton.
grown people and Children 50c.

LOT A-Men's

.95

LOT

140T C-Men's

1

S

maturing
Chautauqua plans are
though the program has not reached
the stage where it can be definitely
announced. As the season this year
will be in Stay. thirty days later than
the chautauqua of last year. It is
still early to make permanent engagements, though the program committee bare prepared and wil; soon
Admit to Manager J. H. Shaw, a
program much stronger and. more varied than that of last year.Other committees have their work well in hand.

LIVINGSTON
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Our Gigantic

N, A ND.BOYS

uo

CHAUTAUQUA

TT

Special-Purchase Sale a Winner

•

RIGHT and early this morning our store was thronged with dollar-wise men
viho know what a bargain-offering means, coming from Weille's. They
came, they saw and were conquered, for these 350 semi-custom suits are as fresh
and snappy a lot as a man ever clapped eyes on. Our enlarged force of saleirn.en
were kept busy every minute of the day and we are counting on the few days
while these suits last to be about the liveliest in our history.
It was ready cash which turned the trick and enables us to offer values
which will be cited and referred to for years to come. The masterful selling resources of the House of Weille enable us to do so where others could not.
Come in tonight or tomorrow and get yours, while the picking is good.
Staying away is the only thing you'll ever have cause to regret. And bear this
in mind: The suits offered are not our regular stock at cut prices; they were
-bought especially for this sale by our Mr. Ben Weille while in New York from
the famous J. Peavey & Bros.

B

•

•'

•

•

Entire purcbase divided into two lots and to be sold at these little
prices, in which the makers'loss is your gait!.

•

•

See Our Window Display

See Our Window Display

200 Suits Original
Value

-150 Suits Original
Value

$22.50 and $20.00

$18.00 and $15.00

In This Gigantic Purchase Sale for

In This Gigantic Purchase Sale for

$15.00

$12.50

All Soils of This season's
Models aid Makes

All Slits of This Seasoa's
Models aid tilts _

See Our Window Display

See Our Window Display

••

•

15.-FiftySmithland, Ky., May
live cotenty pupils have been graduated from the common schools this
year. Twenty-one passed the exam
They are •
NATIONAL 1.5:AGUE.
leation last Saturday.
Fred Garrott, Opal Lee Kennedy.
W. L. Pet.
•
ClYde Tyner, Leonard McElmurry,
11 6 .651
Emma Clark, Nellie • lildth gutter, Chicago
..12 7 .632
liark N. -ToLy, well T. Hardin. Paul Pittsbejrg
,,
12 9 .571
New Tork
Goseage, Laura Rictiardeon,
11 9 .5701
Rose, Crit Heath. Jim Jolly, Kate Philadelphia
11 12 .47,2
!iolloway, Luther Yancey, Carrie Boston
9 11 .450
Richardson, Phura Fulke. Viva Jewell. Cincinnati
•
•
9 '15 .37:i
St.
e
Louis
Leuley'
Parker.
Alley.
(brine
Ant/Preen.
Hans Christian
ii 16 .333
Nine. of the graduates Vit-P• Hrook:yn
The house at Odense in which Hans Barnes.
Christian Andersen, the; great writer pupile of Pro: M. C. Wright, at Lola;
At Pittsburg.
of Prof. W. T. Jewof fairy stories. was born. has been nine were 'pupils
were
Pittsburg and New,York. postponed
turned into an Andersen museum. ill, at Grant Rivers and three
owing to rain.
late this little building of ale rooms pupils of Prof. Chas. Huse of Salem,
The following were the graduates
a great many relics of Andersen alAt Chicago.
a
ready have been placed. and, as from n January:
•
Chicago and Philadelphia, postJearly Ringetaff, Leonard Ralph.
time to time the other relies shall
be obtained, they will be cared for in Duley Jones, David Ifolder. Flys- San- poned owing to wet grounds.
den,. Nellie Morris, Mayne- Bridges,
the museum.
At Si. Loafs.
Adam«.
Trimble, Henry
A large number of documents re- Homer
St. Loui#. Ma) 15.-- Errors in the
lating to the various stages of An- Charhee Earle*. hoick- Crawford. Hardersen's life are- shown in °lie of the ry Brewer, Mlle Cux, Lemma Threl- fourth gave the locals 'three winning
rooms. In this eoleetion ire to be le Id, Nene) Miller, Clarence' Chaudee rues:
R H
Score:
found papers -relating to the great Gotland Chaudet. Nellie Miller, Gor5 9 2
man's childhood, his school life, his ein Tbrelkeld, Myrtle Myek, Mayme St. Louis
4 4
experiences on the stage, and his leerguson. Gus Weight. PhiLp Meek. Brooltly n
Beebe and Ludwig.
Batteries;
Corbett Slay-den. Willis Toll), Earl
work as a-writer.
Bergen and Ritter.
In other rooms are dist:rayed sev- Ferguson, Math,' Powell, Matte. Wil- Bell, PaAorius.
were
Troy
Seams,
Jamerson.
le
son,
D.
which
furniture
of
articles
eral
At Cincineati.
used by Andersen and many articles Denman !then, Verpie Park, !lure-toe
CineinnatIl-May 15.-Boetein could
of wearing apparer Pathetic inter- Durham. H. Matthews,
not bunch hits.
est attaches to a skin bag that Is
Score;
K, II F.
carefully preserved under glass. This
Farmers' Institute.
2 7
bag Andersen wore on his breast, and
The secretary of agre.ulture, M C. Cincinnati
0
4 0
.
death
his
Boston
after
there
found
it was
Rankin, hate divided the state into
-BatterlewesEelng and WWI; Fer
It contained at that time a letter from four divisions: la-ginning In the- 4-et:thand artlaf, will throw the teeter.
I 9 2 Carlisle
the:only woman Andersen loved; but ern part. levingeteen count) Is in ate guson, Youfil and Bowerman.
C eveland
for Saturday's game, while Runyan
the letter does not exile today, having fourth division. The dates for all
Batteries Cho-thro and Klelnow ,
will oMelate in Sunday's gam*. Hart
Al Iowa lly.
AMERICAN LICA(117IL
Thiefman, Berger and N. Clark and
been destroyedeas directed in the au- the county Institutes have Iteen set.
toe returned from Vicksburg reeentle
4
Minnesota
Bemis.
thor's instructions to his evertors. The lone in this county will be held
and he Ix in fine fettle. Thi,- Paris
1
Iowa
'W. le Pct.
-Milwaukee Free Press.
at Hampton. August 4-5. The Verne
tearn .has several well known (Wire.,
.652
8
.15
AT
New
l'114)MIKED
York
GOOD SPORT IS
At Waellinito••
, ex' !esthete* are held under the diPlayers in Its lineup. Paducah wil
•
Al.
St.
feeake.
.545
in
12
LE %GUI.: PARK SU le D
Wife of the distinguished artist (to reethen of the se'cre'tar ccl agriculture Cleveland
R H F. Washington University
Score; •
lineup Saturday: Newman e;
8
-11 .520
13
Louis
St.
Sunday.
Show
I
8
on
4
visitor
at Frankfort.
departing
p; llesslSn. lb; Coopf`r. 2h; Robinf;
Nebraska
600 Washington
15 10
pt uo usly
Philadelphia
0 5 1
who has been tea-ing sum
son, see Barrieman, 3%; Hug,. If;
St. Louis
.478
12
11
Chicago
-Good-lee.
for the last half hour)
Batteries - Hughes and Street,
"Yes, your play pleases me.
10 11 .476
I Detroit
(*rack Team From Tennessee Will wietame, ef; Goodman, rf
riataing Boer is Gauss VIrlitn,
go nice of you to have rum.- 1 hap.' veil produce it; but 1 don't Intend lle
washington
The Paris line-up be Stewart, e
Waddell and Spencer.
Gans.
.393
14
9
Joe
Meet Holland's tiara on Lore1
15.
May
San
Francisco.
you liked the pictures?"
Webb, p.; Parkhill, lb.; Bete net-, 211.
run any risks of a misundereanding.'
Desmond.
16 .331
.Boston
lightweight champion. and Rudolph
1
There!
Visitor-'Pectures7
Turner. sw ; Brinell, lb.; Jottneon
Please. sign this paper authorizing ntc
At Baniaa.
Unhols. the "Fighting Boer." met
something I'd forR H C last night In a scheduled 20-round
%WM there was
If . Burton. cf.:
. Mande, rf. Ruseel.
1 to rewrite the, dialogue. Introduce
Aeon,
Philadelphia.
At
sotto.t"-Punch.
will be on the slab for Paris
another set of characters and chenge
Detroit, postponed boxing eonteett for the world's lightBald
Boston
R 11 1,7
Score:
Sundey.
- T,e lure.
th•
Saterday and Sunday the Paducah Ben Bernet', a former Paelteenh boy,
1 2 0 toeing to rain.
weight ch•mpionship.
Philadelphia
ainall lamer was deeply interested
Is the nianager for the Paris team.
to 3 2
Chicago
The light went only ten rounds. team and the crack team from Paris,
of anatomy.
la an Illustrated book
COLI.Feig GANES.
The ay. rage man hasn't , iiiitigh
Ratteriese-Viekers and Schee., k
the neeervaat
easily
wInning.e
bate
Gans
cross
°se
will
Tenn.,
to
pointing
said
he
"Meantlati."
until some other Smith and Sullivan.
At New nevem
'luta of women eomplain because,
Hon
The Plidurah bone will try
shows «wog-, to applatpl
3
of the colored.plitear- -ethrs
fellow etarts It
Dartmeuth
they have nothing to complain of.
where's
but
man In always figuring hard to scalp the pale faces from
married
A
2
where a man's liver-isr
Yale
At Row Task.
to
News.
On the money he coull save if he Tennessee, but the fun promises
• kb lisoos?"-atleago
'
11 F.
At Waco*.
PCOre•
No wonder leve Is blind When the
be Witty. Las - Hart. tko star tette the loaning floo••40s-•Welk
married.
wasn't
9 5 Syracuse University .... e..'.,'
New 'Pork
than sense
wook. girl has more
.
..
‘
111-11111"“-'
."
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Irt
11.0444!".
•
4,11
1144.
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There's no man or young man in Paducah who can afford to miss this marvelous cash-in-the-poCket opportunity. It will pay any man to select these suits for
future wear, for everything quoted here is true to the dot. We desire the public
to know this is no cut sale nor a sale of odds and ends, but is confined exclusively to the 350 Suits closed out to us by J Peavy & Bros.
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The Mysterious Mr. Rafflc§ Will Visit Our Store
Tomorrow Between the Hours of 3 and 8 p. m.
$125 Reward if Caught in the. Store

These Suits Arefor
Cash Only

These Suits Arefor .
Cash Only

1i PANIC-All-PARIS .

7.•

•
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THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
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ENDORSE JOHNSON;
BRYAN IS TURNED

101.1,112,54

Minnesota Democrats Refine
to Name Nebraskan.
I-IE SUN'S ,

.5

tit

Mysterious Mr. Raffles

!loiters Outgo-iterated and lessee titer01 OH 110110 of il'oriven.
1111110
tern-Tribute to Gievernor.

Will vi it our store Friday and
Saturday nights

IN MARKED WITH ENTHUSIASM

$150 Reward if You
Catch Him in Our Store

Si. Paul. May 15.-Dernocrats of
SI inue sota fin many endorsed (lovernor Johnson as the presidentlel
candidate and at the same time, by a
vote of 772 to 1666, refused to declare in favor of Bryan as second
choke.
Our Extraordinary
Followers of Bryan did not carry
Out their threat to bolt and hold a
Suit Sale Now Going On
rump convention if their contests
I were defeated before the committee
on credentials, or if they were not
able to secure a partial endorsement
of their leader.
The convention was a nattering
to Governor Johnson. The
ib
trute
"most despicable coward the world
1 enthuataaw for him was unbounded
has ever- known." lie denounced Taft
and sinfere. The final adoption of
for having drenk the health of the
the platform formally endorsed him
egar of Russia
lie also cast aspermi-i and instructing Minnesota to fight for
alone at Bryan. John Spargo.
him at Denver was followed by a
Yotk, seconded the nomination of
demonstration of enthusiastic loyalty.
SoMINITED FOR PRESIDENT ON
Delo.
I 114sT
Benjamin ilowerd, of New York,
was nominated for vice-president.
oratearutuerswereursulegiewtieeretsie
•
ii
DEAL'S DItt'HENTHA
KIM billed, Biwa Itoseievele and Take a
I
W.
and
Fall out if W. II. Taft
Will Play Itemineeseensent Musk ThuJ. 11r/a11.
Waseisaineiweleeleateeratelteciateete
ear.

Attend

GENE ORBS

RIVER N

•

The most startling and interesting serial
story ever
printed will be
run in this
paper in a short
time-Watch
For It.

The
Vanishing
Fleets
By

ROY NORTON
!Meares by A. WWI
•

,

Some Opinions of
'Es Vanishing Fleets

Some Opinions of
'El Vanishing Fleets

Philadelphia 'Record

,Pleto York Herald

If you are looking.., for action,
something of the marvelous, excitement and mystery, you will
sager no disappointment in reading "The Vanishing Fleets." It
pulsates and vibrates with life,
and is a quickener of patriotism.
Americans are credulous and
Mr. Norton has the genius to
tell a wonderful story and to
keep readers in a delightful state
of mystification and expectancy.

-
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The story is full of dramatic incidents and ingenious surprises,
not too dramatic or too ingenious
or too surprising to win the qualified beliefthat one accords to wellimagined and plausible fiction.

Salt Lake City Tribune
This is a novel with a purpose,
and the story is one of the most
ingenious that we have seen for
along time. It is full of tine
liveliest sort of imagination. It
is altogether a great story, and
when the things it describes
come to pass we shall all get
over our belligerent notions.

River Slaw*.
Prof William Deal and his orchigCairo .
..... 43.8 0.4 rise 21rooklyn Eagle
•
15 -Eugene V. tra will play the commencement music
Chicago. May
5.9 0.4 fall
Chattanooga
When you are gifted with an
Debts, of - "ftellitta. was nominated for several t01-hould this year. May
fall
Cincinnati
2.3
37.5
imagination-turn it loose; don't
early this tnornieg for presid7nt of 27 he will play at the commencement
Evansville
37.'d 0.4 fall
hamper it; let it cavort. The
the United States, by the Socialist of the Metropolis High school., and
5.3 0.4 fall
Floreuue
results may be astonishing-even
Rational. ronvention on the first bal- May 2x-29-30 the orchestra 'will be at
lohntionellle- Missing.
let
The name at A. If Simons. of Ma Kenzie. Tenn.. where musk. Will he
paralyiing to the normal concep'
fall
Louieville
15.7
LK
Chkogo., was the only oiler present. furnished for all of the aesisi &Bales
tion-but there will be someSeattle Po.rt-Intelligencor
fall
Mt.
0.2
Carmel
24:5
et StZlryieire inmitute during the clewej before the convention_
thing doing. One concludes that
14.2 -41.2 fall
Naelevfl
Mr. Norton's romance of a war
After a long debate which occupied leg et the 'School term. lirofilssor
- this'policy of emancipation was
6.1 1.4 .fall
with Japan is enough to sends
. the fore. part of the night when the Deal has played at the schools for the' Plitehurg
"The
of
author
the
by
ed
19.6 0.5 rise
41- 1.°11IN
tquiver of excitement through the
-delegate! engaged in much aerimoni- oast four pare. On'his return here'
vanishing Fleets." If this story
3.5 0.0 std
was the Comm. neement of the High school Mt. Vertmn
one discussion, ia platform
er. The romance is born DI
indication of Mr. Norton's
any
is
rise
0.4
Paducah
a6.9
".
eel be arranged for.
alloOt. d.
winner. . . ,
far.
go
Will
he
future.
The platform irgetere.!tie known
•
*
Believing that the rise in the
_ ___ ____
Socialist views of'goleallblaient and
"Why do you -wish to he a Wessel river here has at last stopped. the
of second cabin
public officials. "
ear ineductor when you grow up. my river men are looking hopefully to ticko; manager of the Marine En
gl- rose .9 .1n the list •1 emirs and every to I durrUg the last Few weeks has while the number
.
.• One demand is for abolition of the boy ?" asked the minister.
themselves were passengers traveling in that direcbetter business. Barring more rains, !were' Beneficial association. left for luch,now Is inconvi.nlencing some in- thutigi feed
'
seni-te and to veto
of the lucid'lie,ause they always have aucli Ow fall.
- 111 he rapid. The stage this fit. Lout:: today after spending the ti relit- piaterially . Th. be riscis prole giiatly surprised when the statistics tion was 5.229 greater than last year.
. power
ending last
d. nt.
. oe :
9.
i3
,uice. dirty hands." said the •stinall. b
•
morning
showed a rise of 0.5 in the week in Paducah among the associa- ably cannot be d.er. aeed by for. et . for the first three months of the The travel fur the week
It SAS after midnight when the who observed things.-Detrolt Free lastt 24 hours, bringing the stage to (ion members. Captain
Vosburgh reservations, NV experts testify .that : ear were computed last week. In- Friday was a record-breaker for this
Incoming liners
c. it v unit ion proceeded to ballot for : Pow'.
Captain Elasch's work well in greater- uncertainty will- prevail in the ., sti ad of the cabin passenger traffic time of Hie' year.
li
I fcnd
more
pi se.1.1. et. Phil Cagary . Missouri.1
With the close of this month. the baud and reports a flourishing condi-, valleys ill the rnountailts , conliec e -,-7. .iptward having deeroitsed by thou- up to April 3 brought in 645
I
sestpieeented the name of ..- Debs in ail "Pa. what is a'.monologuer
ifinal page in the book used to keep a lion frenn New Orleans .to Pittsburg the watereheds, continue to be Veil.- sands, as many-persons had supposed, first cabin passengers than they tiki
&leech assailing President Roosevelt!. 'A momplogue, my son. is a con- record of !leer observations at this front an
viewpoint., lied of their tither,
the figures showed a decrease. of -only during the first three /21011tbs of last
organization
lion with the only child of ose's point. all be finished. This book has though busleies In common. with all
ORIclal Forecastm.
for his "undesirable citizen", remarks,
3115.frent last year in the first cabins. year.
and di-, la.. .I Iii.eresideut to to' lb. I...11 pit r. nts."- LIppleeptra. . .
The Ohio at Evansville. will conbeen used since October, 1897, or for lines is soOtutive. A rousing/meeta
a peflod of 11 years, and contains• ing of the Icca: association was heidltinue falling dur'ng the next several
idays. At Mt. N'ernon will begin fallwealth of information about the,in the hall. 118 Broadway.
river here. In it are shown the stage.
The Saltillo persed -up from SITing tonight. At Paducah will con*
the change in 24 hours. rainfall. Louis hist night for the Termessee ilium rising 24 to 36 hours. At
Cairo. will rise slowly during the next
snowfall, direction of. the wind and river.
i weather conditions for every day dur-I The John Hopkins arrived at I 36 hours. reaching nearly 44.0 feet.
The .Tennessee front Florence to
i ng that lime. Captain C. A. Pell was o'clock last night from Evansville
below Johnsonville, will continue fallriver observer front '1897 to 1903
return
the
on
immediately
left
.
t
him..;:t:d
next 24 hours.
i when S. A. Fowler succeeded
The Joe Fowler will leave Ev- ing during the
ip
The Mississippi front Chester to
Captain Frank Mentz will store this ansville' next Tuesday for Paducah.
above Cairo, will continue
away at the end of the month.
Passenger business on the .Dick slightly
next 24sto 34
-Irth others which show similar,Fowler for Cairo this morning Was falling during the .
along.
,
hours.
'records ever' since observations were(unusually good,
SUN'S
The, Wabash at Mt. Carmel will
attempted in Paducah. River men
The Russell Lord did not clear for fall for an indefinite period.
'with good memories have used this
the White river after ties for the big
book frequently to verify their state i
Ayer-Lord T... elompany until today.
ments about river conditions years•
SOLDIEltS IN ttorrowN.
Before the fine steamer S. S. Brown
ago.
IRTWEElt TNE NOUNS OF 3 aid 5
ran come to Paducah front Cairo the
Wben the W.-41. Duncan is finished
Arrive..
a
'
After
Detail
thnensistoo
allow
liver must fall cOneldefably to
at the ways she will take up the
Stay in Paducah.
passage under the, bridges Tligi Brown
transfer business of the Illinois CenSc
Will pay me a visit sometime
Hopkinsvi:le. Ky.. May 15 -About
going to Cincinnati.
is
tral here. and the Dekoven will go to
The towboat Barrett is bringing ten of the Oirenaboro company which
Helena. Ark., where the company has
8 and 10 tonight,
the Beaver to the ways at Mound has been on duty at Paducah arrived
another ferry system. The Jolla BurCity far repairs. The Beaver lost her here. They came unheralded, the first
come
and offers
will
•
and
tram is now at Helena
wheel. The Barrett has two barges known of their presence. being when
here to lay up until one of the other
quarters
the
on
to
marched
up
they
of logs for upper river points,
two boats drops out for repairs or
The James Lee is of the w'a's at Sixth street. The soldiers profess to
1 Oc
Silk Taffeta Ribbon, all widths and
other reasons. Captain Phillips is in
know nothing of the reason which
Mound ('it
yard_
colors,
charge of the W. B. Duncan. InWork on the Starlight at the dry brought them here or for how long
specter Green yesterday found little
they w1:1 remain.
Ladies' Thin Gauze Lisle hose', regudocge Is going ahead rapidly.
Duncan.
to do-on the
35c value, sair
lar
valley*
river
the
of
people
tbe
When
this
Many hearts were gladdened
Travel.
ocean
Big
it
that
is
against
just
such
realise.
morning by the sound of the calliope
Ladies' Bleached Vests, taped neck
on the excursion steamer J. S., which conditions 111 the Ohio river as now ex- r The Ne w York correspondent of the
and arms, good quality
writes: "Anrun two excursions out of Paducah Ise the gym irnment k fightiqg in ad- Philadelphia j.edger
this afternoon and tonight. The. J. II vacating foiest reservations me the other recOrd-breaking year for ocean
had a successful day at Cairo yester- Allegheny mentalities, a livelier Baer.. travel is possible 'if present prospects
en( will be taken la the adininistra- at the beginning of the year were
day:
Thu giver citil,if)II S of the ostloOk...their
The ,J. B. Williams passed up for times rtconinievyttioss
L • _AL
with empty cool bargee
last night.
The Pittsburg, with a big tow
coal. pawed down at daylight this
our Store, You Capture
If,
'morning for New Orleans. Mother
big boat went, down just ahead of the
Pittsburg. but did not stop here.
At Our
An improvement on the Paducah
wharfboat that has delighted eve'.
.
river clerk who has yet seen it, is the
new lighting system installed this
week.. It is a gasoline system and
4510.813 IBronnwity
the are Lights on the whartboat make
that roomy place 'as light as day.
Formelly clerks had to carry lanterns
at night to see their freight, bur now
per
Chips.
Potato
Fresh
85c
.
sack
Flour.
Swansdown
this bothersome equipment has been
10c
' package
s5c
%Visodeork Flour, sack
abandoned. Three packets were in
Mellhaney's Toltec/co Aimee 45c
Omega tektite elvek .... 45c
last sight and all the clerks seat their
Paragrn Vinegar, per quart
Quaker Roiled Oats, per
lanterns beak tu their boats. The
25c
bottle
. ..... Sc
peke ....
whartboat will be whitewathe4• inBetween 1 and 4 P. M.
Cheese.
of
varieties
TvTt
10e
lb
per
Lard.
Pure
side So that it Will be even brighter
Turkeys
Bre-seed
116.00
5o lb can Lard
at night than atpreload.
Dressed Belgian Squabs.'
a regular 25c
.1rnic or star Hams, per lb 16e.
This special is a large 9.inch bowl, in various fancy shapes, splendid imitation of cut glass.
arrived last night
,
Auteuil''
The
ingers.
r
Sp
Dressed
Cenintry Cured Ham, per
unthe
Is
from
and
Tellessee
river
Dressed lions.
have a chance at a real !ive bargain
. ......... 16e
value and we offer it at theitry low price of 7c only that
loading at Brotkport today. The
Roasting Ear Corn.
Extra latrge Olives, full
Tenneswill
clear
Kentuoky
the
for
Fancy Tomatoes, per bask et
25c
.
pint temles
wailing for Riffles. He will call at our store between the,hours mentioned.
see river Saturday evening.
Bell Pepper', per basket or
10c
ni ran Tornatte*
a
givinr
Warm weather is
great
dosen.
7c
2 th r n Tomatoes
boost to the passenger trade of the
10c
Egg Plant. fancy
Rallins. 3 pkgs 1,5c
packets People Ilice the roril breezec
Lemons, 1-0c per do)on.
()Praline. 3 pkgs for
of the decks of the steamers and the
per
Bananas,
12Sec
?alley.
•
10e
t'orn, per can
114-116 S. Third
ncenerS. on all the rivers just now is
have the
(Iowa.
,
Corn, 2 cans for
gorgeous. When the river gets a IT25e
for
Spaghetti
s llb pkgs.
211c
!"tre et
Pea,p I cans for
,tle lower anll vacations really come.
Sun with you
Apples, !Be per peek.
1k
Peso. 2 cans for
Dila department gill he bigger than
Piseapples. as long as they
17 lbeGree. Sugar .... 21.00
freight business for mitny boats.
He IitheCa•tala
• art, 1 tar ..•
Charles -N. Vosbarati. thlrd
r.1710111111•1111110110t OP- •;• AP&
national vice-president and river bidi

This Charming Story Commences
in The Evening Sun Tomorrow.
Be Sure and Read the First Chapter.
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The Mysterious Mr.Raffles

J.P.Sleeth's Drug Store

Will Visit The Noah's Ark Store

SATURDAY AFTERNOON

MYSTERIOUS M. RAFFLES

$125 Reward if Captured in Our Store

between

THREE BIG SPECIALS

$125 REWARD

23c
80

For His Capture Here

'e

-

,er

Specials for Saturday

I
I

• REWARD

Ideal Meat market and Fancy Grocery

41

•

1.50

While tie Iin

THE MYSTERIOUS MR. RAFFLES

• And Another Big Reward in Satisfaction if Get One of

The

9=Inch Press Cut Glass Berry Bowls 7c
Saturday Afternoon

Its

1

you may

I

11011111nOlc'

Be Sure to

while

•
ratan

the

weenie,

"Waffiestrerist" roma to
That acetlute
tat Vaibuaib Sun. an opposition
to loin
Taft for th

Le

011 for the fight &gables
nomination and the cohesive to heds
!UR INT1 PUBLISHING) COMPANY. his vette ablaut with favorite cons
revent compliarnatary instruction,
11210oaroarkrico.
from his neighbors. NO doubt th,
V. M. 11111BnIt. Presiacial.
interest. bruised by the "Hug Stick
III A PAXTON. General Msaagar.
would have been pleabed to nothinate
• By Stewart Edward While
Illaaarea at the postoinee at Padlusah. • reactionary candidate for the presi/tad Samuel Hopkiss Adults
.
lax. as wooed dams matter.
dency, not knowing the popular feelwere
ing on the subject, And they
111111110111PTION KATY/
•Ow
Oopyrietti.. ISM, by 3doC1orii, Ptillilp•
ready toeaeOnrage anysseherne that.
AM DAILY SIM
•
backers
Rryan's
success.
froanissel
Carrier. soy week
me& per month, in advassablig
is hoped for the saMe thing. It was a
(Continued from last Immas.)
I. per year. in admen .....
strange freak of fane!'y on the part et
trien wieseKLY sum
glow came again that night, and
"The
tie
men. whose national platform
War year. by math postage paid ..$1.06
we picked up Slade," said
twelve years has been venomously the next day
. Address TA BUN Paducah, Xy... lmatila.....1g_the moneyed interests ot Remelt
Phone lit- the country, to beTIfee litett-momer
el_01_ know what The Slaw- umlaut or
Dees 116 South Tab&
.
your companions," said Darrow.
their
elect
to
A Ttiallet Clams* sad Now backing would be sure
"Rot the ship! The Laughing Lass.
111:1141 representatives.
candidate. Col. Watterson has rehas
man: She's vanished. No
1111111 NUN can be found at Use tallow- peatedly taken the view in the Cour- seen her since."
Ing plains.
ier-Journal that Bryan stande for a
"Ton are wrolle there," said Darrow.
R. D. Chemists A Oa.
fair show to wile, because "Wel. "I have been her."
Tea Calls Bros.
Palaser House.
adminietrathe
to
is
hostile
!emelt"
impulse tbe little circle
In a comnl
•
t
leaned to him
r's.,....Pliss.
oila
"Tee, I bare seen her. I wish I had
Financial interests in the east, 1111•
411U_ ._
41 •
1.
.:raril. .
must renlentrber, are just as much do not. Let me bring my story back to
pendent on the sound condition of the the rave on the island. After the vnl.
as are the rest of us. and mule gases had driven me to the refm.
iicy are not apt to ruin themselves uge I sat near the mouth of the cave.
FRIDAY. MAY 15.
to spite the president. They know looking out into the darkness. That
that the administration's mare. to was the night tsf the 7th. the night
ode' the last glow. It was very dark,
CIRCULATION STATEMHNT.
right and will prove correct in the
occasional Minas of ere
tong rim, and they are now clamoring oxcept for
.
Ire t ..s•
from the crater. Judge of my iiiApril—I908,
for the antis to get off the track to
oreduliviie ninazement when in an msave the business interests of the
ese of this Illumination 1 saw plainly
between
deal
the
is
That
Country.
4134
4083
1
16
a nine offshore, coma IRCIMisfICT
whiphas
He
street.
Wall
4109 Taft and
17
4115
ing In under.bare poles."
4106 ped them, that is all.
18
3
.,;.4139
'Dicier- bare poles?" cried Slade.
4088
20
1.4126
4
"The lecilliards must have dislute4080
21
4122
i
A NOTABLE GATHERING.
tareted faun some slow °Mob of the
4083
22
..4125
T
Economistl. publicists. labor lead- neiesitlurn. It could be destructive, ter4055 ers and statesmen, Inem whose atten- rifically shestructive. You shall judge.
23
..4128
6
4085 tion to public affairs costs them sionie- taws was the iscatemer, inikeslam your
24
4105
6
4081 thing In time and money, Instead of liana. Ns:silly I might have thought it
25
4221
10
4057 remunerating them in cast, are meet27
intlisciMition but for what crime aft4223
11
fell rigniti. 1 tolitlatraal
Iswitire
4034 ing with President Roosevelt to dis28
4078
12
4031 cerns the conservation of our nature; Men - nal Gandy Solemoses crew
4087
29
14 .
4097 resources. 14 is something unique in were wetrieiest ca. mismanaging- the
4094
30
IS
without the aid of their
American politics for men to take an lAterrther Liss
r
•
106,646 interest in the affairs of their country, leiliter. %lion. I bad satisfactorily buri•Onle
4102 except for pay. The Men, who arc led. I hoped they
Average for April. 1908
3971 discussing the national problems, are an the rocks. Yes. I was vengeful then.
Average for April, 1907
131 leaders of thought. and men who have -Of a smitten there sprang from the
Increase
all
Porsonally appeared befbre me this succeisfuJiy accomplished their life's darkness 31 shill of light. You have
electric effects at exMay 2, 1908, R. D. MacMillen, busi- work. There are no private interests eau these great
oosithins. Sone. one touches a butein,
ness manager of The Sun. who affirms
in the gathering, there is von Fe ay. It was like that, only that
that the above statement of the circu- no one in the group seeking an edwonder
!hi. piercingly
lation of The Sun for the month of
1'artage for %simmer or what he rep- of a ship was set lu the tuldst of a
April 1908, is true to the best of his resents. It is•pure patriotism that
swirl of variesilored reliance ueh as I
knowledge and belief.
actuates the prominent men at the can't begin to desicrilie. You saw it
Mr commission expires Janaary
.
hite house meeting.
from a distance. Int:11rue what it was.
14, 1913.
A number of governors from vari- [seeing dilre lasin you that way. sleet
PETER PCRYKAR,
ous restos are in attendance. Bryan en, out of the uight-a living glory, a
Notary Publics
is down for a speech today. raIth living terror."
1
His voice sank. lVith a shaking
oneummate tact President Roosevelt
Daily Th4sught.
named various governors toproside tutnil by fumbled amid his cigarette
"Conduct ie simply character vital- from day to 'day. If any of those
A human figure, glowMUM,* loll.
ised."
governors have heretofore been self- !it
ablaze, leaped out
eeeking politicians, they will leava ing like a dinmend
another shot down from the
that, notable company better and wlser (min it;
THE CITY TREASURER.
men, encouraged by knowing that
Injustice in more ways than one men can be honest and sincere and
was done City Treasurer J. J. Dorian succeed.
in as article in a local paper, whieh
by Mayor
said he was appointed
SLIGHTLY HUMOROUS.
James P. Smith. Mr. Dorian was not
appointed, but elected by the people ' Honesty Is being better than you
at Paducah by a good round majority have to.
and he is holding by virtue of the will
at the people expressed at the polls.
He who does not doubt at all Is
Unquestionably if his right of tenure dour:ems damned.
Is questioned he will insist pn'his
lest. He has possession #1 the office
The men who has mach starch in
tad the good will of the people, kW()
is neck is •likely to have none in
.t
robed for him.
is backbone.
It would be an unfortunate thing
I a fiscal office should be dragged
Church—"This stock market re:nto the court, after the people have
me of the tide."
inds
the
endorsed
conduct
ernpbatically
lo
and
Gotham--"Because it rises
4 the incumbent. If there was •
suestIon raised about the election an. 1 alls, I
sutsuppose"Church—"Yes, and because there
he expression of the choice of the
would
be a different 1 so much water in It."—Yonkers
wople. that
natter: but the suggestion of a coo- 1 tatesman.
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MYSTERY
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one
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you
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"AS 11 point of Interest." gruutisi
Treuilon. ss
Every one looked at his outstreti•ired
hand. A little pocket compass lay la
the palm. The neeills. spun madly.
projecting blue, vivid sprirkliugs.
"My God!" cried Blade ad covered
his eye* for a morneut.
lie snatched away his hands as a
suppressed cry went up trout the oth
era.
"As I expected," NM Darrow quietly.
The little craft opeueci out. It dis
integrated. AU that rmiiance dissolved.
and with its going the substance upon
which It shaped itself lauisthed. The
last glow showed a formless pulp,
spreading upon the water.
"So passed the Laughing Laite-alaid
Darrow solemnly.
"And the chest is at the bottom of
the sea," said Barnett.
"Good place for it," muttered Tree

"lu all probability It closed is the
ship dissolved around it." said 'sorrow.
"Otherwise we should see the effects
in the water."
"It might he ressierea." cried Slade
excitedly. "Could you chart it, Drumm.? Think of the possibilithei"- Nig4
"Let it lie," said the caper's. "Ilas
it not met enough? Let it IW."
The water in the tub fumed aud
sparkled faiutly and was still. Darkness fell except where iterrow's cig
melte point glowed and fueled.

hardly

•

.r.

ashore

est means simply
that somebody.
rho desires the emoluments of the
Abe, intends to resort to a techniants to defeat the will of the people
•xprcescsi 1,, the ballot, and oust
:he man, sho has served thetn well
tad whom they chose of their own
free will. Changes in the fiscal offices
ithays result In more or less confusion. while the new official is besming acquainted, unless it happens
that the retiring official was incompetent. Since the penpie have so de
elded!y _ indoried
Dorian's conFact, it would bectrnestrous as
as
inju*t to carry thetnatter
rite attorney general .has set the seal
A his *approval on Mr. Dorian's Piet.lion, ratifying what the people did
art November.

me.
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POUR

well
into court,

4ABOUT "LEAGFES."
There is an anti-Taft "league" it
asitne. That is about all thare is of
Importance in the precis bureau manufactured informatkm that the"league'
will Institute an investigation Into an
illeged deal between Taft and Wa:i
street. 'Pile "league- will demand
hat the matter be invsstistated. The
options on whom the demand is made
will not know hoiOto proceed to In
reetigate something that doesn't exit. Bad thou the •Icagus'is" pr-es hureat!'will declare it. cannot' sernra an
,toreptInatioo. and the acti-adnOnatra:lop ores* will t. ion w.cti innuendo
'hat Taft' mon we at: aici to. ins-estirate.
We have AIK4,1111/ F41 aecustomed to
he era of IlYsileir -04,..as a eellective
roue. that we infer • deal on behalf
of the whole sweet as possible. ',Nisi
we might ss well.yposk of a deal IreMoen Taft and Jeffirsen street or
11.-fteitled"
-- -- '
- theIs
. s
Is shoat ad definite as . the word
"league." Whenever anybody wish's
to start something and lkinregs ProPIP.
he guy• ggatinn pry( with some port of
'segue letter head On it. and the imagination of the reeeiver of the letter
provides the. meothership ot the
"league"
The eetgas of the jury about a deal
Is. obvious. A clique of politicians
%us. i n the hennersr and tonics method
of reform adopted by Preeidenl Koolso
the
ky to edge
volt an
and &et smite of

into

Do Not Jeopardize Your Future
Startling Proof of ills Strange Powers, He Mysti•
lies His Callers. The World's Greatest
Psychic Palmist. Your Future
Fore old.

•

Do
What
I Adverthe

I Advertime
Wits t
1 Do

TItyt LSO.

YOU DON'T NAVE Ti) WAIT
every doe* inane@ rie lavlbei., Ir.
seeps your whole 1.11455 right Sold on
assay-hock pl!ia everywaerr

Prowl° teals

BEBOUT WINS
01E=ELEeTED GREAT ItEPRIBENT
alEN.
.ITIVE OF

Riley Hurr

W. sK. Buck Appointed Great talent
of the Wigwam of Kentucks

Psychic Palmist

Paducah representatiteroof the Red
Men returned from Frankfort this
meriting, where they attended the
-late meeting of the Red Men. In1.- party were: J. J. Freundlich, W
F'. Buck, L L. Belshut and Judge I)
V Craw. The ineethig was a grand
succors, and the citizens of the capitol eity extended every courtesy to
the visiting tribe.' Mr.'flehout was rerieeted great revresentative to the
great council of the United States.
anti Mr. Buck- wass appointed great
guard of the wigwam of the great
council of Kentucky. Judge Cross'
trrm did not extant this year as a
womb,r of the greet 'wawa of ale
wale of the great counsil of Ki n(why.
Wednesday's Kentiesky State journal. of Frankfort. hontalned a guod
half tone of Mr. L. L. Benoit, of this
city. Mr. Reboot was a -gofer rc.priisentative of the Red 'Men. who not
in the capita'. cite. this sear, and is
one of the most prominent Red Men
In the state.

$35,000 HAUL
BANDITS ROB STATION SAFE INk
MAKE Eta'APE.

l'irm.c L. l'ursuing Them Over MounItoad.
tains Along Sante

A MUSIC TRAGEDY.

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER!

•

THE WORLD'S GREATEST
PSYCHIC PAL,MINT.WITH011•T ASKING A %INGLE
QUESTION, TELLS NAME.
AGE AND OCCEPATUSN
IW Ea'rlitY CALLEIL SO
CAN THE EUTURE BE
TOLD.

HE WILI, TELb YOU WM ciT
YOU CALLED FOR—ANYTHING IOU WANT Ti)
KNOW — ADVICE THAT
WILL DO GOOD.

ARE l'IR' IN TROUBLE OF
ANY KIND?

Gives trathfhl revelations
In all love affairs, troehles,
marriages, family ditileisitiell
and divorce. Settles lovrs'
quarrels, gives name of the
on Will marry and date
One
of marriage, how to win the
man or woman you love. etc.

Discontented,' unhappy, or
not satisfied in life? Have
you any domestic or past troubles that annoy you? But no
matter what sour troubles
may be, sou will be told of
them and receive the proper
advice.
HOW TO OVERCOME ALL
TROURLEN.
Your past your present life
Mire future. and
and sour
everithihg can be told by consulting this world eminent
clairvoyant and Spirit Medium
who is the greatest master of
or•n't science and psychic
forces the world has ever
His prediction. are
known.
minas' correct, and never fail
as thousands of
to come
people will testify.

true,

POSITIVELY GUARANTEES
Al.L
WHEN
4U411804
OTHEILS Fills VONVERVING IWSIIIINF2414 AEVAIRS.
Gives never-failing information regardrng all kinds of
business, law sults. Claims,
colleetloss. Investments, srwru:stions. changes whis, penFiona, insurance, deeds. mortgages. patents. Inventions and
all financial difficulties. •

WYE. (1)URTSHIP AND
MARRIAGE.

CONTROL %ND
A N 0N E
tTE
101U 1.40I1h: AND ADMIRE.

HOW

TO

No matter what sour lib.
has been I will start you right
again. I will tell you how to
control friends and enemies.
Thousands have beconi* happy
by takthg my advice. Without your asking one question
will tell you exactly what
you called for, whom and
when sou will marry. Call
and I will send you away happier, wiser and Mader than
before; the sad and brokenhearted go away cheerful and
happy.
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Mr. C. G. Kelly, secretary of the
echoed board, who is ill of malaria, is
Pleasant Surprise.
A ploawint surprise party was given much improved toddle.
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One year term $11.30

Elmstd 13.85

One yea' term $15.22

Five year term $14 .72

Re ved $1.27.

Five year term $15.76
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Twenty ray Life
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dem ghoe'es will tontine stay dat way
'arid o' romlie armee tryhe to con
The first governor of
vines me."-Wasklagten Star,
ender the constitution of 1700 was
Thomas Mifflin.
Ter the lhan le/It* Wel&

LA! AND ORDER

•

emsonnligle

$42.79

AGAIN RAFFLES

Oilier aims and classes of policies iu ptoportion. This company leads, others follow; THIS company has always been
an economieally managed company.

Others have been forced

to it by eompetition and state.• laws.

Se the uni)inigued.

We have increased our business; others have decreased.

•
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Waste.h t lilts 'space tomorrow. ,

Specials for Saturday
,
-AT
Great Padfic Tea & Coffee Co.
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OLD PHONE
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7 the sugar
2 ilte4ace pelite.r !liege,.

NEW MINE 1176

ean (Lena
2 Itis Kiraly Apples ...3 Ihs IC•ne. Peaehes
1 We hew.. Cocoanut

45c

10c
23e

50c
25c
4 Itt.4. Navy. Dratla
25c
S lb. Kidney living
35c.
the. Light Brown Sugar 25e
4 lbs. lirolten Rho
12 the. lc . Cream Salt
lee
"Sr
ibe Ittitter Iteans
!I the Loa"( Sugar
25t1O(
plop Soda
!Sc
:1 Ito. Powdered Sugar
3 boos Matches
•f ..: ,10c
2ee
3 liken. Maoaroul
3 sacks Salt
:St ii.: gee
3 bars Somalia
tf5c
:: pees corn Fetkee ....
2Se
tens Peas
3 liii Clumped Hominy ...1 ile
•T•4'
3 cans Corn
I It. 60.• Tea . e.....
I Situ can Tonutto..s ..., lee
2 n... :: -III" c'off...
2Sic
carra Raked Beans
54:
"
'", 2,11los 2Se 4'.•ffee ... , . 41:
bottle Ketchup
2'ir
I
3 lb. eoe
" Ms. Mixed Nuts
'... nos I 7,.. 11.(dr.••
40,
25..
1 1.-tit Broom
I "!1,. bottle Flavoring ,
254.
'-ti.• Itroom
Iile
1 ne-i'lelak el liern.ny
35c
Ilroosu
3Se
le too, l4Iundr1 goat,
3.or
!“,•I 31) ,./ Mop
i en VI ,

BACK UP YOUR
ORAY MATTER WITH

COUPON BOND

$125 REWARD
Far the

Mysterious Mr. Raffles

$20 AND COST

Lendler 4Lydon Shoe Store
30'lkesiway

l

HONORED

Some of the Things The
• Sun's Have Done

4

.11

One year or fifty years from now, your Letters in
other people's files will look as well as the day they
were received if they are written on

C©UP@GT1=3©MB
COUPON BOND
making aod

betters by age, because it is made slowly.
Yon cannot hasten the Throeeen of paper

get RR good a paper RP by the old slow method. You
That is wily a blind man meld

have to guild a aheet of paper.

tell a sheet of Coupon Bond in A ream of other papers
The "leer' would tell him the character of the paper. It,
Ansi& and surface would tell the story of slow, careful menu-

feeture.
Back up Your Gray Matter With COUPON BOND
.to connt. Try it for
No paper is too good for letters Het have
Make an experiment. (let a monbt.'s supply of
ve itself
Coupon Bond frien your printer and cheek up results.

The SUN Job Office
Both Phones 358.
loo••••••
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THE SUN

PHONES 358
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JEWELRY AUCTION

5.

•

Commencing Saturday,'Nlay 16th
CHANCE OF A LIFETIME to buy jewelry at your own price. This will be one of the greatest jewelry sales ever held in Paducah.
Commencing Saturday, May 16, we will have three sales daily, at
10 a. m.,2:30 p. m.and 7:30 p.
We have been in Paducah for three years and during that time the quality of our goods has spoken for itself. Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry, we carry nothing but
the hest arid every piece bought at our sale carries with it our gearantee. Terms are cash. Everything sold during this sale is guaranteed as represented or your
money back. Mr Lee Maxey, of St. Louis, will conduct the sale for us. Watch the papers for next announcement.

•
d•

of

POLLOCK,The Jeweler,
_

.1..itest. anti. mothers east their babes, Of course there will always be dl.IRELEASED
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contlkting.
thoroughfares
neon fell. upon his face in f,'ar and 1
punish the bend.
And All the
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About & p. m. Judge Sandidge adcalled it "etnonology," "aureery
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WEIRD EXHIBITION
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. eottity)dawful
AT THE KENTUCKY

ON BOND' MYSTERIOUS BAND
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WALLACE PARK

Norma Roberts
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vVaRishing Fleets

Y3eilyecTicp
you will take yaur little
I Fchap
out of dresses and
put him in one of our smart
Russian or Sailor Suits, you
will be tickled at the metamorphosis.
We never saw such beautiful colors in our lives
never such tasty trimmings
such trimness and daintiness.
Is he 2, 3 or 4 years old? Well,
it doesn't matter. We have every
size in every line. Prices

$3.50 to $10.00
4J.
et(ik,Oa.

W
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Ha.,'
(alight Mr. Raffles yet?
NO INDICTMENT IN HEDC11.24 CASE
If not, you are the only person in
Peeler-yak who hais- oot.--ist --leaetNicholas Consity 4rand Jury ("Rabic
has not thought that they have. It's
i
to Severe Any Evidence.
,a great game. and you 'should get in
—
.
.
°"
Caritste:liy.. May I6.—No indictments for the killing of Hiram! lir. Rat
"
! came to Paducah last
Hedges were returned by the grand Monday, and every day since then!
jury when they made 'their report to has been Darning the local amateur,
as well as the p roee
fsionah
Judge Fryer in juki
circuit. s
the Nicholas
be.enln aesslon
t
and it Is surprisitg what interest te.
for nine days and-bas cream:at-El over has created. Three Co four times a
200 witneases, but were unable to 'day some struggling Individual is
astertain who any of the members of brought into the Sun OMCP by a posse
the mob welt, who went to the home of ydung fellows demanding the Mr.
of Hedges and killed'him on the Baffles editor to establish his Identity.
and hardly had the stranger come to
night of March 21.
In their report, however,.they re-,town this week who has not been apturned five indictments. all charging preached a dozen times with the m>.minor offense, except two. One was tie words, "are YOu not Mr. Raines:"
returned
Price.1 The ladies are In the pursuit. too.
against
Cassius
tharging him
with
murder. the and some amusing incidents are told.
charge growing out Of the killing of r , their attempts to watlay him. Is
James weliams,:
welch occurred in 'Wellle•s. MO MOrnialt a well known
Henryville. near here, last Sunday' young lady sale- to Mr. Charlie
1 Weille "1 am Mother Tar-MT Riess,I
morning.
have you seen him!"
I
The ())calne Menace,
- I "Sure.- replied that genial. joke'
A new-temptation, the rorainelloving individual, "there he Is over
habit, menaces adolesence. Dr. Chas.Ithere now. I think." pointing to a
Harrington, Secretary of the State:drummer, who had juat come in.
Board of Health. find lecturer at Her-I -That our has been In hers three
yard, set forth The evils of the drugltimes this morning, and evert time
and Its growing rise In various forms it. has on a different suit of clothes.
among boys, at the Harvard Modical!I know he is Mr. Raffles,"
Society on the evening of 5aturday.1 , NV:thole 'farther ado, the young
April 26. Cocaine numbs the mera'llady crossed over to the Man, and
peinciplits. and leads to premature and rapped him' on the shoulder with
graves by way of the Insane asyloms.1a copy of The Sun.
The cocaine victim is herd to reclaim.
"You are the Mysterioun Mr.Rafbecause he has no desire tp be re- , Iles of the Rvening Sun," said she.
claimed. Dr. Harrington has him-1 It was indeed mysterious to the
self obtained preventive legislation.; man, as his embarrassed actions eviwhich has just gone into effect. dented. The young lady saw bee
against cocaine in the form of A sup- mistake.. and Mr. WPLIe saw only
pfement to the drugs act in Massa- the humor of the situation. but Imchtinctts, forbidding its sale in any i ntediately broke for the elevator for
form PIC ^f pt on • doctor's order. He the third floor.
'deserves the gratitude of parents an
Col. Harry Rhodes. of Rhodes-Rnrpublic generally.—Boaten 1ford. also had an amusing experience
'of the
Pilo t
1which he tells with groat glop. A
!gentleman approached Mtn at his
front door of his store, and tOla hire
I
Try Um Imo air Job Work.

CONCESSIONS
Open on

Sunday, May 11th
The Mysterious

MR.
RAFFLES
As he will be in the park in the
afternoon between 2 and 5 o'clock
and will visit the concessions.
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NEW PROCESS CREAM MEAL
W 11 not heat or must. You shall know it by its whiteness.
ManufactLireti [)nil' hy
•••••imv•ee•

BRADL,

BR 0$
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Your Last Chance
to Catch

-

rell
Fell Your Cimocer to Send You Nothing But
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FAMOUS HOPE
DIAMOND.IS SOLD

1

The most startling and interesting serial
story ever
printed will be
run in this
paper in a short
time—Watch
For It.

The
Vanishing
Fleets
By

ROY NORTON
Pictures by A. Wee

Some Opinions of
'E)Vanishing Fleets

Some Opinions of
'& Vanishing Fleets
Philadelphia Record
If you are looking for actiOn,
something of the marvelous, excitement and mystery, you will
suffer no disappointment in reading "The Vanishing Fleets." It
pulsates and vibrates with life,
and is a quickener of patriotism.
Americans are credulous and
Mr. Norton has the genius to
tell • wonderful story and to
keep readers in a delightful state
of mystification and expectancy.
21rooklyn
When you are gifted with an
Imagination turn it loose; don't
hamper It; let it cavort. The
results may be astonishing even
paralyzing to the normal conception - but there will be some
doing. One concludes that
this policy of emancipation was
followed by the author •of "The
Vanishing Fleets." If this story
is any indication of Mr. Norton's
future, he will go fat.

The famous Hope diamond, latterly owned bye Joseph Frankees Sons
company of New York, has been sold
here. it is reported, for $400,000. It
is believed to have been bought fur
the Sultan of Turkey.
Sale is Confirmed.
Joseph Frankel Sons of 576 Fifth
avenue, who owned tre famous Hope
diameend, confirmed the report of its
saisiWParis. They bought the gem
seven years ago and it had long been i
a white elephant on their hands.;
charles Schwab, J. J. Hill. former
Senator Wellani A. Clark, J. P. Morher wealthy Amer.'
gan and several
icaus consulted with Mr. Frankels;
over the purchase of the diamond'
from time to time, but they could not
agree on a price and so roueh capital:
was tied rip en the stone that four;
diamond houses were forced to the l
wall during the late financial panic.
Simon Frankel brought the Hope
diamond to this country in the fall
of Mil. lie bought the gem from
Lord Francis Hope through Adolph
The purchase
Well of London.
price, it was stated at the time, was
61,50,0010. The Frankels offered it
for sale to various American millionaires for 5250,0011.
Diatnood Ls Inherited,
'Vett, York Herald
Lord Francie Hope inherited the
The story is full of dramatic indiamond from his mother, to whom it
cidents and ingenious surprises, had
ben left by her father, Henry T.
not too dramatic or too ingenious Hope, a well-known banker of Amor too surprising to win the quali- sterdam. Lord Francis Hope at the
mamenee
fied belief that one accords to well- time he offered the diamond for sale
was said to be on the verge of bankimagined and plausible fiction.
ruptcy. The Frankele heard of his
plight, and Simon Frankel went to
Salt Lake City Tribune
of
This is a novel with a purpose, London to negotiate the purchase
the world-famous gem.
and the story is one of the most
The Hope diamond weighs 44 14 'I
ingenious that we have seen for karats. It is of a brilliant sapphire
a long time. It is full of the 'blue. cut "cushion shaped,- and is
liveliest sort of imagination. It about one inch square. Its color is
is altogether a great story, and unrivaled among the jewels of the
of a cenwhen the things it describes world, and for three-quarters
tury various European monarchs
come to pass we shall all get have coveted It.
;
over our belligerent notions.
The Hope family would not hear of
its sale until Lord Francis Hope got .
Seattle Past-Intelligent-err into money difficulties, following his
Mr. Norton's romance of a war. marriage to May Yohe and subse-,
with Japan is enough to send a quent divorce. The Duke of New-•
quiver of La...itegiient thrOugh_the wile. brother. of -Lord Francis Hope,
the sale of the diamond
reader. The romance is born to prevented
the period of his kinsman's In-.
be a winner,
Igor the actress. lAter he
ass to keep the damond in
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This Charming Story Commences
in The Evening Sun Tomorrow.
Be Sure and Read the First Chaptqr.

for Tables of Boys at Panama May be Raised in Own Gardens

a

4

1908 Strates
Ready for Your Inspection
You'll be interested right now in at least
catching a glimpse cf the styles that will predominate this summer. We invite you to take a look.
The illustration shows two classy new Yacht
shapes whizh will be wo7n extensively this season.
The Negligee s fc braid pul-down will also be in
high favor.
Our showing ia more extensive than ever before and we feel assured you will experience no
diffizul!y in selecting a becoming thipe.
The Ludlow 'straw at $3, $3 50 and $4
thins the same high standard of excellence in
quality and style %hich characterizes the soft and
stiff hats with which you arc familiar.
Ludlow Hats
$310 $4

Knox Hats
$4 to $5

Other Good Makes
$1 to $2.50

(tac•Dro.orate4.)
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hind' by the Clear se were, thanks to
Staten From Indian Rajah
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take rite trouble to cultivate them.
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Dr Stein was &tee Ti flx the
etc
and the fellow returns his silute and
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strongest
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Thrilling
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MARQUIS
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Dollar Prize

HYPNOTIST

ARQUIS, the world's
greatest Mind Reader
will make Tuesday, May 19
at 4 p. in. one of his famous
and dangerous blindfolded
automobile drive Mind reading tests, in the execution of
which he will, while blindfolded, drive an automobile
through the crowded thoroughfares of Paducah and
find a pin, previously hidden
by a prominent citizen of
unquestionable integrity.

M

of One HunA PRIZE
dred Dollars will be

Demonstrator of Physiologico-Psychological Phenomena
and Mental Magnetic Manifestations

The King of Fun Makers
In a two and a half hour performance of hypnotism consisting of 42 numbers of comedy, intermingled with scientific demonstrations of Hindoo mysteries—delving into the dark occult science of the Far East. -

Monday

Tuesday

May 18

May 19

• Wednesday

given away at the performance Monday night, May 18,
to the person holdipg the
lucky number, the numbers
having been previously distributed to all purchasecs of
tickets bought before 6 30 p.
m. Monday.
No free list.
Ticket sale begins Monday, 10.00 a. m.

May 20

POPULAR PRICES
Gallery 25c

Balcony 35c

Orchestra 50c
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$150 Reward if You
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See our great ad in today's Sun for
an extraordinary Suit Sale noon.
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OXFORD COMFORT

Rest Healer In the Wtvrid.
Rev. le Starbird. of East Rayhave used
mond, Maine, says:
Ilitcklen's Arnica Salve for several
rears. on my old army wound, and
other obstinate sores. and find it the
best healer in the worki. 1 use It too
with great success In my veterinary
Mediu-es." Price 25c. at all drug
ghee.
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It's worth while to be sure that the man
who makes your Oxfords, makes them on lasts
especially designed for low shoes Some
manufacturers, more jealous of their profits
than of your comfort, make up low shoes from their regular line of high
shoe lasts---and right there the trouble begins. Though they look all
right, under casual inspection, they are all wrong, and in consequence
you suffer the torment of that pinching, binding and cramping which
most of us know too well. For thirty years we have followed the development of the shoe business and experience affords us protection fromm imnow and we can fit your foot.
j
position. Our spring line is at ;t6 best just

resteott—Why, what are you
about, dear?
Mrs. Justeott---Oh, George! The
mtee have got Into the pantry and
eaten up a beautiful custard pie
made myself!
Mr. Jeatcott —There, there! Don't
cry over a few little mIcel—Western
Christian Advocate.
Mr

en ing

the largest and most complete line.
of Mantels in the city, and invite you to get
our prices before buying.
We carry

L. W. HENNEBERGER CO
IN ••••pcb•wil•d I

"The t-41()uf..e Of Quality"
422-424 Broadway

Phones 176

American Lady Oxfords $2.50 tit $4. Amiga 6.111man Oxfords $3.50 to $5
Dorothy Dodd Oitords $2.50 to $4 Florshem Oxfords $5.00. $6.00, $/.00
Douglas Goods $3 0010 $5.00

"I don't know what Is going to
become of .you when you grow
Harold." said a father to his sir yearold hopefiel. "Yon are never **Wined with
anything."
"Oh. I know," replied the little
.fellow. "rm going to be a reformer,
like Uncle Get:uric — Chicago News
"I bare never loved before," he
ci
'Weil ' she replisd. "I am not
running a kindergarten "--- -Bohent
taa.
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each. 24 at 11410 earh, 2144•11 .1100, 40 at $33, 50 at 1430 each.
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in addition to the above valuable
and highly desirable FIRST PRIZE,
we v. ill give away a number of

For Solving This Puzzle

that much credit on an) new piano mataufacharell by us at its
regular selling price.

W.T.MILLER 6 BRO.

goad on the purchase price of any
new Piano, Player Piano or Piano
Player in our warerooms,

518 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
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anyone employed by or connected in
any way with the sale of musical
instruments.

Tulore economically than we could by stwitding twice the aunt
by uaing solicitor% and canvassers.

All Pianos Marked in Plain
Figures
I '. ha'.

The Baldwin Company
wrilles every person in the United Skate% to know that the
line of pittn..I tlwy manufacture — the ilaidwin. Ellington.
Hamilton, Howard, Valley (.em—or, unexcelled In tone. durathe
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IMPORTANT DECISION KENTUOKY DIOCESE
Caae of such interest eyes tried last
Tuteday before Judge Eatery, where
Get.rge Ficklin, of this city, WY
with selling lutozleatIna
charged
/lusters, and the erldeace allowed he
sold Dr...Flez, Cream and Vivo, prepuree' by A. M Laevieon & Co., and
the proof all weut to show these beverages were non-intoxicating. and the
case was dismissed, as no violation of
the law could be proven.
The declaims of the court will act
favorably with the sale of Dr. Flu,
Vivo and Cremo, which are prepared
and sold by A. U. Ldeviaon & Co., of
• this city.
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branches, caused by congestion, irritation, or disease. if you want to relieve the pain try Dr. Miles
Anti-Pain Pills. They,
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Louisville, May 15 --Representatives of every Episcopal church in
Kentucky will be in Louleville next
week to attend the eightieth annual
council of the dioceee of Kentucky:,
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We Clean Carpets...
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Carpet Cleaning Works
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Dr. Stamper

ED D. HANNAN

City Transfer Co.
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HENRY MARREN, JR..
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Rose Plants for ic

KILL".COUCH

-vitt,te Di:. King's -

New* Discovery

FOR C8E811* ..eaft..

DEPENDABLE TAILORS
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SOLOMON, The Tailor

THE SUN'S NEW STORY
WILL BEGIN ON SATURDAY

FRANCE MAKES
WORLD'S SUPPLY
CIGARETTE PAPER
Rice paper, with which cigarettes
are wade, has nothing to do with rice,
but is made from the membranes of
the bread fruit tree, or more common
I) of flue new trimmings of flax and

3 5.1

3

hemp.
France makes cigarette twapers for
the eViloie world, says the London Tribune, the output of Austria and Italy
teeing insignificant.
Cigartate paper should be of the
very best and purest quality obtainable, and every effort is made by mallufacturers to provide a paper free
from injurious elements and effects.
All the aileged harm of cigarettes
is dm. to bad paper, the dead:tett
thing a smoker can consuine. This
manufacturer's have recognized, and
the cigarette paper is now as pure and
perfect RS potable.
So light is it that live hundred of
the tiny sheets go to the ounce. They
are perfectly combustible and give
l off the minimum smoke. Before be.
!lug rolled with tobacco they are an'Razed to prove that they are free
froth all deleterious ingredients and
that they contain nothing but the
purest paper fibre.
Only new material-flax and hemp
trimmings—is used, and these are
Chopped by
thoroughly purified.
machinery into minute particles, they
are well mixed by a revolving fan and
then reduced almost to dust. This
is placed in a solution of lime and
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Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey
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Cleaner
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Friday and Saturday at Gullett's
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The Fastest Story.
An Englishman, an Irishman and
a Sent hrnan were one day argulnz
Is to shirh if the three countrlet
possessed the fattest trains.
Said the Englishman: "Well, I've
been in one of our traini and the tele"
graph poles have been eke R
"I've seen the niileatonee appear
I he tombstones." said the Scot.
was one
"Be jabers." said rat.
da) In A train in my conntry and we
passed a field of carrots, a field of
au -nips a field oflearsley, sine lit onihns and then a pond of water. mil
dalewere going so fast that I thought
it was broth."--Philadelpitia Ledger.

laionsoisva.

1)e Soto. Mo., praises the
wonderful health -giving
qualities of Duffy's Pure
Malt Whiskey.
For fourteen wearisome
winters grip and the
"tired feeling" were her
constant companions.
Duffy's restored her to
vigorous health.

t

I

No tape to Dir.
"I have found owt that there Is no
ere to die of lung trouble. as long ae
you can get Dr. King's New Discovery," says Mrs. J. P. White, of Rush'
horn, Pa "I would not be alive today
only for that wooderfel medicine. It
loosens up a C011it quicker than anyth,ng else, and cures lung disease
even after the ease is pronoun." 't
hopeless." This most reliable remedy for coughs and mate, lagrippe.
asthma, tevonehitie and hoarseness.
anal tinder guarantee at all druggists.
ber and Sled. Trial bottle free.

S.I Mitchell

Mrs.0.U. La Beaumme,

Glowing with the fresh beauty of
hundreds of hyacinths. tulips, daffodils and other spring flowers, the yard
of the initiatei school bears charming
evidence of the value of the aork
done by the Out-of Door Art League
toward acheiveing a "City Beautiful."
and intelligently directing the enthu,idailk of hundreds of school children
Last fall
along the proper lines.
many children everts given, one bulb
In gratitude Mrs. La Beaumrnes
each of some swing flower. These,
writes:
it:irefully planted to the young gar"I have beenasufferer from Grip for
Oilers and eagerly watched through
/4 winters. When cold weather set
the gloomy mouths. are' now repayin I would have those miserable aching the care of the youngsters
ing pains, and a tired feeling which
assistance
Through the financial
never left me till warm weather. Just
of
the Commercial Club and the
Xmas last I had a terrible time
before
: School Board, the School Yard Comwith Grip and a cough, also a severe
mittee of the Out of-Ooor Art Leagies
pain in my left side. I had often
of which Rim Knit:). Yonkers is chairbeen advised to try your Malt Whists
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freedom
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children stood guard, one at a tines
haic on your checks the glow of perfect health,
If yOU wish to keep youna, strong and vigonsais and
Then when a young sugar maple tree,
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take Dutiv 's Pure ?Oak Whiskey regularly, according to directions.
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never
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vice, and get the "tree doctor." The
Pilysiclan, furs free
the seal over the cork is unbroken. Prkf $1.00. Write Dr. I. Curran, Consulting
tree' doctor, in this case, being rephiskey Co., Rochester, N. V.
illustrated medical booklet and free advice. Duffy Malt
resented by an application of tar, and
thus the gaping wound in the poor
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$11U6 STORE
Mrs. Singer!) -No wonder -after gists
the !ray you've murdered
Ilia First ter of Chloroform.
Attend to what you are about.
- May Smart Set.
The other evening at the' Metioxiist
M
John
Dr
as
banquet,
hospital
Kitchen was admirlag the arrange- 0,
fronts for talialping the operating
toom, he dropped into reminisrenre,
believe." said the doctor. "I was
the first physician in Northern Indiana to make use of chloroforni. I
was a young fellow, a very young fellow, not remit past 21.years old. the,
RIDAY and Saturday arc going to be mighty interink hardly rime CM my sheeprOxin. when
esting days at Cullen's, for we have just received
a man came luta my office to have an
aching tooth 'milted out With modern
are
opening up now acme of thc springiest styles
and
sepliances we should say 'extracted.'
in Kingston Clothes you cycr clapped your eyes on;
but In that rime the inatruments were
I had • small bottle of
harbarous
gingery patterns, snappy Cut and the fabrics the best
chloroform, and with the hardihood
the money can buy anywhere.
of youth I made up my mind to use
It on this victim. He readily went unapt- the Influence of the new anactothetic, I milled manfully and the grinder
I waited, but the patient
came out
I
did not return to conscioudricas
hastily
was badly frtgittesed, and
And we want to impress upon you that there is style
seizing a bucket with about two gallons of weter in It I poured it over
to be gained and money to be saved in buying
the
him. Gimping. he came out from
your complete outfit here; there's nothing a Man
Then he
!I,ftUflOCP of the chloroform
givby
meant
wanted to know what I
needs that we don't carry in splendid variety, from
ing him such a soaking.
the best straw hat in the world at $1.50 to $3 to the
- Mtlitering $li not profeealonal
sir.
'That,
replied
cafmly
I
sangfroid
famous Crossett Shoe at $3.50 and $4.
Is a part of the treatment.' and he
went away, greatly to not relief enerely satisfied "- Indianapolis Star.
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,
soda.
In order thet every foreign substance may be eliminated, it undergoes a thorough washing process, the
water being obtained from artesian
eels sunk for the purpose. The pulp
is again clinched and rolled out onto
paper. This is of a grayish tinge
and the pure white of the finished leaf
is obtained by an eieetrir proress.
which also cleanses it of all possible
itnpyrities.
The cigarette making machines are
among the most wonderful products
of human ingenuity and merhanir.skill. With a single exception thsy
are of American invention.
The machines work on two principles. In those of one class an endless roll of tobacco is enveioped by
an end:ess ribbon of paper and chops
Ped Into cigarettes the required
length. Other machines roll the tobaced separately and press it Into its
case. The former are the fastpaper
Mistress — Weat. Suzanne,
The
but they turn out a larger
going to leave inel' Going to get er makers,
of faulty cigarettes.
married? Ths is most unexpected: !proportion
At one end of the machine a girl
French Maid-- Oui, madam, but eet
sprinkles the fine cut tobacco on an
e*:. not my WO. riet .was only last
endless cloth, which carries the tonight sat emir son proposed to me.—
bacco tinder rollers to be combed and
Harper's Bazaar.
curried of every knot and lump. Gliding along a groove through C-shaped
becomes a
tobacco
wheels, the
continuous roll or rod, which is carried forward to the paper.
This is bearing the tobacco onward
when the machine clips the paper enveloping the tobacco; moving past a
brush which, imparts a tiny streak e!'
Starch paste, the edges are pressed
down and the continuous paper
enshrined roll of tobacco moves forward beneath a knife, which, descending at intervals. cuts It off into cigarette lengths. These fall into a reare
cases
ceptacle. and in many
'counted and packed by machine also.
The machines turn out from 2110
to Stie cigarettes a minute. One ma:chine crimps instead of ants the paper and thus removes one objection
to smoking.
The introduction of these machines,
necessitated 'ay the increasing demand for cigarettes, has greaCy d.'creamed the cost. Made by hand the
cigarettes cost 2s. 6d a thousand.
while the sante number is mechanically made for 2 is.d. B) hand from
1,50.0 to 2,S0e cigarettes ran he made
in a day, the output varying according
to the method adopted. In the same
time a machint• will turn out lges000
clgareUes.
Some cigarette makers roll the tobacco with the paper, while others
form the paper int9 a cylinder, then
roll the tobacco the required size and
push it into the paper tube.
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$15,$20 and $25

Try 'MS; Scheme.'
husband,
lartrson—^Your
Mra.
kissed sour rook."
Mrs Woreison--sq told him to.
The rook thinks pie is getting ahead
o; me and will never leave.-- Judy.
"Don't you think a man ran smoke
and still be a Christian?'
of cigar. yogi
"Not the Wild

U. G. MLITT& CO.
tlwrorpormird o

Take Your Feet to Oullett's.

312 Broadway
4..
4
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